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The Bling Ring
On behalf of the Board of Directors, we are pleased to bring you the 2013 Annual Report, which is actually a 15-month update of SIFF. This is due to changing our fiscal year to match the calendar year in 2013. Last year was a year we can all be proud of, and we are grateful for the support we’ve received from the SIFF community during that important time of leadership change, innovation, and sustainability.

SIFF enhances the lives of thousands in the greater Seattle area and beyond, and continues to do so through striving to achieve the mission everyday. Last year’s focus was sustainability through our year-round programming, educational outreach, and of course, our 39th Annual Film Festival, which featured 455 films from 84 countries.

In this report, you will see a quick snapshot of our accomplishments this past year, and hear from people just like yourself who have made a difference to SIFF.

Thank you for being a part of an incredible year, and we look forward to many more to come.

Michelle Quisenberry  
Board President

Carl Spence  
Artistic Director

Mary Bacarella  
Managing Director

**MISSION**

Create experiences that bring people together to discover extraordinary films from around the world. It is through the art of cinema that we foster a community that is more informed, aware, and alive.

**VALUES**

Excellence  
Sustainability

Innovation  
Community

Respect  
Celebration
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2013 AT A GLANCE

FESTIVAL AT A GLANCE
- over 150,000 attendees
- 189 short films
- 266 features
- 84 countries

CINEMA AT A GLANCE
- 120,000 attendees
- 107 feature film engagements
- 36 mini festivals
- 179 special events & repertory films

EDUCATION AT A GLANCE
- 17,484 total students served
- 3 different education programs
- 3,000 SIFF Catalyst reach

VOLUNTEERS AT A GLANCE
- 938 year-round volunteers
- 26,598 hours of work

MEMBERSHIP AT A GLANCE
- membership increased by over 28%
- 5,594 members

SPONSORSHIP AT A GLANCE
- over 45 corporate cash sponsors over the last 15 months
2013 Accomplishments
Seattle International Film Festival

The Festival brings the world’s greatest films to Seattle, showcases every genre imaginable, and provides experiences like no other!

We are most proud of launching African Pictures in 2013. With generous support from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, SIFF presented some of the best new short and feature films from across the African continent. The films explored the visions and stories from artists who are now able to share their experiences with an international audience. From Morocco to South Africa, Nigeria to Rwanda, this series was a passport to a whole new realm of cinema featuring 27 different films. This program is funded by a three-year grant, so we anticipate much more to come!

SIFF Education

Expanding Cinema through Education, our programs include FutureWave (youth and educators), Catalyst (filmmakers), and Film4All (cinema education for everyone).

SIFF Catalyst is a program we were very proud of this year. Launched during the 2012 Festival, it was designed for independent filmmakers to reach their fullest artistic potential and develop their craft to improve their careers in the industry. Catalyst works with local and international filmmakers to strike a balance between maintaining artistic integrity and a livelihood. The program includes: First Draft: a live script reading series followed by audience feedback led by an industry professional, and Catalyst weekend (during Festival): four days of film screenings and one full day of panels and networking for local filmmakers and SIFF attendees. Seattle is one of the greatest cities in the world for film and independent filmmakers and this program has already reached 3,000 individuals.

SIFF Cinema

SIFF Cinema presents year-round film-going experiences, including mini festivals, exceptional feature films, and one-of-a-kind special events. This year was a huge milestone as 120,000 attendees experienced the power of film outside of our annual 25-day festival. This is a 34% growth over the previous year.

Feature engagements are our main source of revenue, and included theatrical engagements of award-winning films: 12 Years a Slave, American Hustle, Prisoners, The Wolf of Wall Street, and 3D presentation of Gravity and Life of Pi. Our exclusive presentations included discoveries in independent feature and documentary filmmaking from around the world including Room 237, Upstream Color, War Witch, God Loves Uganda, and The Punk Singer. SIFF Cinema also features exciting and unique programs beyond the typical film experience, including filmmaker and panel discussions; “Stage to Screen” theatre events; a retrospective of silent films from Alfred Hitchcock with live musical accompaniment; the Deconstructing the Beatles lecture series; and interactive presentations like The Princess Bride Quote Along, and Willy Wonka in Smell-O-Vision.
Donor Spotlight - Harold Matzner

Philanthropy is a form of investment, albeit investing in community instead of investing for one’s own benefit. There is always a return, but in this case it benefits society not the individual. Donors are special, they make a selfless investment to support their community and one such donor is Harold Matzner.

Harold made his first trip to the Seattle International Film Festival in 2008. He was very impressed with the high caliber of the Festival itself, and even more impressed with the ambitious scope of its year-round efforts in exhibition, education, and cultural enrichment, through the art and language of film.

In his capacity as Chairman of the Palm Springs International Film Society, and as an active member of the Boards of a number of Palm Springs cultural institutions (being Chairman of the McCallum Theatre as well as Executive Vice-Chair of the Palm Springs Art Museum) Harold is well aware of the important role such organizations play in enriching the cultural landscape of their communities. Harold states “SIFF’s work in that field has been particularly outstanding. On a scale of 1 to 10, I rate SIFF an 11”.

The growing role SIFF plays in providing the people of the Northwest with a first-rate cultural experience is nothing short of phenomenal, and I encourage anyone with an interest in supporting the arts to join me in assisting those efforts.

Harold Matzner,
SIFF Donor
Volunteer Spotlight - Justin Phillips

Volunteers are an essential part of the SIFF community. Justin Phillips is one of those essential volunteers. In Justin’s words, “I am thrilled to be a SIFF volunteer!”

After meeting his partner, Barett, Justin moved to Seattle in 2008. He discovered SIFF through all of the signs on the Egyptian Theatre during the 2008 Festival. He went home, researched SIFF, and immediately bought tickets to several films that year. He was hooked. First volunteering at the 2012 Festival, Justin worked many shifts at the Film Center making volunteer badges where he “immediately fell in love with all the staff and having a behind the scenes look at how much work goes into the Festival.” After the Festival was over, he became a Front Desk Volunteer, and has been working the Friday afternoon shift ever since.

Through the years, I have volunteered at many different organizations. I have to say that none truly makes you feel as much a part of a family as SIFF. Everyone from staff to patrons to other volunteers always express their gratitude and appreciation to the volunteers. I believe very strongly in the mission of SIFF, and I love the impact it has on Seattle. One of my favorite things is to tell someone that SIFF has year-round programming. People are always thrilled to find out that we have such great access to independent films right here at home!

Justin Phillips,
SIFF Volunteer
Member Spotlight - Chris Newell

Members had 58 opportunities to see films before they were released to the general public over the last 15 months, nearly double the 2011/2012 fiscal year!

SIFF Members make a significant impact on the SIFF community and allow us to continue to expand and ensure the future of SIFF. Chris Newell is just one of the many members making a difference. Moving to Seattle ten years ago, his boss told him he had to check out the Film Festival, and to “just look for the month where it seems like the theaters all have lines around the block all the time.”

Chris has increased his support to SIFF year after year, through both membership and donations. One Festival favorite that he has is the ShortsFest Weekend, so much so that he has sponsored the Opening Night for four years now.

“I fell in love with SIFF that year - not just the movies, but the audience, the community that is filling those theaters night after night - and never looked back.”

Chris Newell, SIFF Member

MEMBERSHIP AT A GLANCE

- Membership increased by over 28%
- 5,594 members
Corporate Sponsor Spotlight - HBO

HBO has been a loyal supporter of SIFF for over 20 years. In the fall of 2013, HBO leveraged their sponsorship investment to feature an HBO Documentary Series at SIFF Cinema. This 3-film series represented a collection of thought provoking, challenging, and entertaining documentaries not yet seen by television audiences. The films: Crisis Hotline: Veterans Press 1, Toxic Hot Seat, and Six By Sondheim generated significant local press, drew packed houses, and introduced SIFF audiences to important subject matter outside of mainstream public awareness.

The HBO/SIFF relationship is one that we greatly value and a sound investment. We always look forward to working with SIFF and sharing our collection of films and expanding our reach to audiences throughout the year.

David Castro,
Director of Corporate Affairs & Regional PR
Community Partner Spotlight - Alliance Française

Community partners are one of the most essential pieces of the SIFF puzzle. They help us in a multitude of ways from community outreach to cash sponsorships. An avid supporter of SIFF, the Alliance Française has steadily increased its support from year to year, eventually developing a formal sponsorship. They are one of the leading French-language and cultural institutions, offering language classes and cultural experiences to Francophiles in the greater Seattle area. Their growth continued in 2013 as the Alliance Française led a group of French sponsors in their support of the Festival and French Cinema Now mini-festival, resulting in an overall increase in financial and community support for French-language film at SIFF. As a result, the Alliance Française has been crucial to the continuous development of new and old relationships in the French community and the overall growth of support for French-language films at SIFF.

“...
It’s only natural that we would partner with SIFF: our mission is to promote the French language and francophone cultures, and we know we can count on SIFF not only to provide innovative, high-quality films but also to construe compelling intercultural encounters.

Katherine Wickhorst, PhD, Cultural Communications Manager, Alliance Française de Seattle

“...
Financial Report

Government: $108,500
Private Foundations: $318,892
Corporate Donations: $408,415 (includes matching gifts)
Individual Donors: $508,275
Membership: $428,382

Earned Income: $3,192,308 (ticket sales, event tickets, submissions, merch and concessions, rentals, advertising, service fees, miscellaneous and interest)
In-kind contributions: $3,552,438

Total revenue: $8,517,210
Total expenses: $8,622,604

Increase budget 30% from 2012-2013
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SIFF thanks the 558 individuals who donated $1 - $49 this year!
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Victor Bruno
Joy Bucher
Margaret Buckwitz
Brice Budke
Robin Buerki
Lynda Bui
Garrett Bull
Aimee Bullock
Dawn Bund
Gretchen Burger
William Burns
Christine Burton
F. Kelly Burton
Timothy Burton
Brita Butler-Wall
David Byrd
Kyle Cable
Kevin Callahan
Robert Callum & Christine Meyers
Maxwell Cameron
Stacy Campbell
Albert Candelaria
Sandra Canepa-Swan & David Swan
Scott Caparelli
Linda & Peter Capell
Krista Capodanno
Keri Cardon
Robert Cardona
Kathleen Carey
Kevin Carey
Cathy Carlson
Matthew & Grace Carlson
Karen Carlson-Iffert
Caron Carlyon
Pascal Carole
Remy Carole
Christopher Carr
Cristin Carr
Daniel Carrillo
David Carroll
Devon Carroll
Matt Carson
Jeanine Carter
Jonathan Carter
Tanya Carver
Paul Casey
Sergio Casillas
Martin Cassidy
Collette Castellanos
Thomas Chacko
Melissa Chadwick
Benjamin Chamberlain
John Chaney
Jason Chang
Chih Yu Chao
Kat Chapman
Lisanne Chastain
Sue Chealander
Katherine Cheng

Wimsey Cherrington
Seine Chiang
Russ Childers
Naomi Chin
Stefan Chipilov
Colin Chock
Nick Chou
Erica Chow
Dleire Choy
Ching Chung
David Clampl
Donna Rae Cirincione
Brendan Clark
Eric & Elaine Clark
Sam Clark
Stacy Clark
William Clark
Carl Clausen & Mike Stapleton
Todd Clay
Martin Cobb
Eric Cockhill
Stew Cogan
Barney Cohen
Keshet Cohen
Oliver Colbert
Theresa Collier
Brady Collins
Silvia Colombaretti de Oliveira & Susan Betts
Charles Bryan Colson
Gilberto Colunga
Kay Compagnoni
Paul Comrie
Megan Conboy
Deborah Confer
Mark Conrad
Samuel Conte
Wendy Cooley
Sharon Cooper
Melanie Corey-Ferrini & The Dynamik Space
Kathleen Corr
Nathan Cosgray
Mary Coss
Lani Cossette
Elliot Cossum
Leonard Costello & Patricia McKenzie
Kristi Coulter
Tammi Coulter
Patrick Cousins
Daniel Cowan
Karen Cowgill
Jennifer Cox
Laura Cox
Matt Coy
Kathryn Crawford
Kirsten Crawford
Thomas Crawford
Garth Cray
Hailey Crean
Stephen Crimi
Pamela & Duane Crone
Mary Cross
Sherrie Crow

Ryan Crump
Lou Cuevas
Heather Cumming
Meg Cummings
Tom Cummings
Kim Cunningham
Joel Cuplin
Amy & Paul Curtis
Doug Cusick
Michele Cutitto
Sally Cvetovac
Mary Czerwinski
Katherine D’Amato
Mary Da Silva
Jaclyn Dahlvand
Deb Dahrinling & Rose O’Donnell
Rick Dailey
Harris Dale
Kimber Dale
Heather Damp
Josh Daniel
J & M Darcher
Elizabeth Davidson & Clark Hodder
Carol Ann Davis & Steven Burdick
David H. Davis
Diane Davis
Jane Davis
Jeff Davis
Jeff Davis & Sara Levin
Lena Davis
Peter Davis
Deva Dawson
Seferiana Day
Nancy & Harvey Dean
Robin Dearling
Seven DeBord
Judi DeCicco
Carol Deckelbaum
Adam Deer
Maryanne Degoege
Michelle DeLappe
Kasey DeMel
Mahi Demissie
Todd Dennett
Devon Dennis
Jay Dertinger
Richard Deskin
Max Detrano
Telved Devlet & Brian Weiss
Scott Devore
Stephen DeVore
Cristina Devrin
Carla DewBerry
Jodi DeVitt & Tom Scholl
Joseph Di Orio
Anthony Di Salvo
Tanar Dial
Ticiang Diangson
Anthony DiCola
Brett Dierker & Sanne Stienstra
Kimberley Dietemann
Justin Dieter
Membership

Janice Dilworth
Walter Dion
Linda Dishman
Kristin Distelhorst
Natalie Ditgen
Jason Dittmer & Mark Cook
John Dobrosielski
Amy Doerzbacher
Lee Dohn
Michaela Donahoe
Gavin Donnelly
Mary Donovan & Steven Seward
Barnaby Dorfman
Jennifer Douglas
Christopher Dowell
Ellen Downey
Christopher Doyle
Olivera Dresivic
Susan Drew
Don Driftmier
Christos Droukas
Niko Droukas
Frederic Dubut & Adrienne Grondahl
Cornelia Dude
Deanna Duff
Eddy Dughi
Frances Durako
Miguel Duran
Adam Dutton
JoAnne Dyer
Sean Eagen
Amanda Ebbert & Kathryn Johnson
Peter Eberhardy
John Eddy
Susan Edelheit
Steve Edmiston
Jim Edmunds
Richard Ehrsam
Christian Eide
Brittany Eisenegger
Avram Eisner
Robert El-Soudani
Anna Elam
Edmund & Joanne Ellis
Robyn Ellis
Nadia Eng
Janet Engel
Amy Enser
Rebecca Erickson
Dan Eriksen
Bryce Erlandson
Andrew Espe
Andrew Estes
Dane Estes
Mindi Estus
Victoria Exton
Diana Fairbank
Woods & Izumi Fairbanks
Michael Falcone
Michael & Alayne Fardella
Dona Farmer
Beth Farnham
Gary W. Farris
Cynthia Faubion
John C. Faught
Carrie Faust
Susan Feeney
William Ferris & Marsha Donaldson
James Fesalbon
Michael Field
William Finger
Patrick Finnigan
Brian Fioca
Karina Fischer
Avery Fisher
William Fitzharris
Kevin Fitzpatrick
Kristin Fitzpatrick
Wilhelm Fitzpatrick & Lynn Rosskamp
Jen Flament
Clayton Fleming
James & Amanda Fletcher
Stacy Flood
Don Flora
Cheryl Fluehr
David Fobert
Marion Folkemer
David Fontana
Rochelle Fontana
Steven & Katrina Fortney
Mary Claude Foster
Gladys Fox
Tom Fox
Paul Francis
Marika Francisco
Maria Francom
Isabelle Franklin
Deborah Frausto
Timothy Frazer
Nakeesa Frazier
Gene Freedman
Davis Freeman
Joyful Freeman
Kristi Freeman
Mary Freiburger
Cristina Friday
Kathy Fridstein
Lisa Friede
Babette Allene Friedman
John Friedman
Gene Frogs
Josh Froscheiser
Eric Frost
Andrew A. Fuller
Dorothy Fuller
John Fulton
Laura Funk
Rosemary Funk
Amy Furth
Anthony Gabriele
Elizabeth Gallagher
Joeann Gallagher
John Gallagher
Tara Gallegos
Janet Galore & Demian Raven
Mimi Gan
Kelsey Ganes
Christine Gannon
Michael Garcia
Eric Gardner
Nick Garito
Whitney Garner
Linda Garrido
Eric Garrison
Michelle Garrison
Deborah Gates
Natalie Gendler
Katerina Giannoulas
Helen Gibson
Janice Gibson
John Gibson
Heather Gilbert
Ronni Gilboa
Lisa Gilges
Annette Gilliland
SueAnn Gilmore
Jeff Gilmour
Jeanne Givens
Nancy Glaser & Dana Hufford
Nikolay Glushnev
Garr Godfrey
Cheryl Goehrs
Laurie Gogic
Steve Goldstein
Suzan & Donald Gonzales
Bruce Goodnow
Anna Gordon
Zachary Gore
Brien Gorham
PB Gorton
Jean-Sebastien Goupil
Allen Gown
Virginie Grange
Grant Granger
Jess Grant
Alex Gratzer
Julia Gray
Thomas Grechis
Tiffany Greco
Mariko Green
Marsha Green
Sarah Greene
Peter Greenfield & Judith Starbuck
Judy Greenstein
Amy Gregory
Catherine Greutert
Pamela Grief
Doug Griffin
Jason Griffin
Laura Griffin
Amy Grooms
Duane Lee Grooms
Howard Gross
Membership

Mary Kay Grossblatt
Carol Grossmeyer
Jason Groszowski
Candy Gruber
Ronald Gryn
Ramona Guentzel
Kim Gunning
Nancy Guppy
Thomas & Sarah Guthrie
Linda Gwilym
Steven Gwost
Heidi Hackler
Kirk Hackler
Timothy Hale
Shelley Hall
Lauren Hall-Stigerts
Jill Hamada
Jonathan Hamilton
Paige Hamlin
Dana & Carl Hamry
Phyllis Hanen
Jeffrey & Rosario Hanna
Debra Hanninen
Rodney Hanscomb
Chad Hansen
Charles Hansen
Richard Hanson
Laura Hanson
Melodie Hardwick
Katharine Hargrove
John Harlow
Chris Harmon
Rich Harmon
Ann & Kevin Harrang
Richard Harrell
Bernice Harris
Deborah Harrison
Amanda Harryman
Tracy Hartford
Donna Hartmann-Miller
Teresa Harvey
Will Harvey
Nona Hasegawa
Walter Hatch
John Haydon-Hawkins
Kathryn Hazzard
Laura Hearsey
Penny Heaton
Julia Hechler
Jeffrey Hedgepeth
Russell Heglund
Sharon Heiber
Barbara Heimann
Nina Helfrey
Kathleen Helfrich
David Hellene
Ann Helmolz
Robin Hendricks
Kelly Hendrickson
Janie Hendrix
Jason Hennigan
Warren Henricksen
Matthew Henry
Alejandro Hernandez
Amy Herndon
Shaun Herron & Clayton Joyner
Heather Hersey
Asher Hershey
Laura Hewson
Cassie Hibbert
Timothy Hiestand
Greg Higgins
James Hilbert
Terri Hildebrand
Edmond Hill
Ken Hill
Sandy Hill
Christopher Hines
Kimberly Hitchcock & Gregory Smith
Jim & Carolyn Hitter
Patrick Ho
Luke Hoban
Steven Hoekman
Steve Hoekstra
Diana Hoffer
Kevin Hoffman
Dale Holdren
Kim Holland
Devin Hollingsworth
John Hollyfield
Steven Holmes
Robert Holsworth
Robert Honan
Sunny Hong
Ryan Honig
Andrew Hopkins
Diana Hopkins
Webb Hopkins
Hannah Horton
Michele Horwitz
Peggy Hotes
Cheryl Hou
Mona Hovnanian
Gail Howard
Heather Howard
Rick Huang
Shengjun Huang
Yan Huang
Andrew Hubbell
Sara & Brian Huey
Dee Anna Hulbert
Jon Humbert
Gary Humble
TJ Humes
Kathy Hunt
Timothy Hurley
Carolyn Hutter
Jonathan Icasas
Lizana Ignacio
David Ikeda
Blake Imsland
Sara Intriligator & Rebecca Laszlo
Laura Inveen
Anca Ionescu
Nathaniel Irons
Richard Isaac
Clare Isaacson
Oriana Isaacson
Steven Isaacson
Treg Isaacson
Christina Isaacson
Barbara Isenhour & John Strait
Cecilia Izzo
Alexis Jackson
JJ Jacob
Janelle Jacobs
Robert Jacobs
Tari Jancke
Laura Janes
Christina Jarchow
Marilyn Jarrell
Julie Jenkins
G Bruce Jensen
Rhonda Jensen
Spencer Jensen
Paula Jensen & Robin Waples
Judith Jesiolowski
Alissa Johnson
Amanda Johnson
Charlotte Johnson
Damon Johnson
Dana Johnson
Donna Johnson
Jean Johnson
Kelli Johnson
Teri Johnson
Uli Johnson
Leeanne Johnson-Castor
Jeremy Jolley
Christopher Jones
David Jones
Dennis Jones
Lisa Jones
Robert Jones
Jolynn Jordan
Larry Jordan
Stephanie Jordan
Toby Jordan
JoAnna Jose
Rani Joseph
Linda Josephson & Francis Linn
Adrian Jovanic
David Julian
Ann Just
Merike Kaeo
Jennifer Kaiser
Douglas Kaminski
Dave Kane
Deborah Kappes-Cassidy
Nancy Karason
Brynn Karch
Koichi Kashiyawa
Membership

Chris Kaufman & Stephanie Cummings
Jacinda Kaye
Keena Kaye
Thomas Kazunas
Phoebe Keleman
Joan Kelleher
Barbara Kempf
Elizabeth Kendrick
Frances Kennedy
William Kennedy
Kristin Kennell & Ranjit Rakhra
Patrick Kern
Susan Kese
Pell Kessden
Denise Kester
Heena Khatri
Robert Killian
Alexander Kim
Esther Kim
Jennifer Kim
Jisoo Kim
Maria Kim
Marinika & David Kimbro
Christopher King
Cynthia King
Danica King
Dorothea King
Winston Kingsbury
Jan Kingsley
Mike Kinney
Toni Kircher
Jessica Kirkland
Claudia Kiyama
Samantha Klapp
Kathy Kline
Cheryl & Bryan Klisch
Katja Kloepper
Roger Klorese & David Haney
Dustin Knievel
Nicholas Ko
Kathryn Koch
Keiko Koizumi
Thomas Kolouch
Suzanne Kolpakov
Vamshidhar Kommineni
Susan Koppelman
Leah Koshiyama
Paul Koshiyama
Lisa Kothari
Jonathan Kowalski
Wojtek & Jola Kozaczynski
Daria Kozlova
Paul Kramer
Darrell Krause
Heather Krause
Stephen Krauss
Dave Kreimer
Ellen Kret
Todd Krinke
Kevin Krist & Sherri T Benton-krist
Herb Krohn
Elise Kruidenier
Renee Krulich
Deept Kumar
Debra Kunigonis
Gregory Kusnick
Andrew Kwatinetz
Jin Kwon
Winnie Kwong
Chris Kylander
Mike La Fon
Lenny La Polla
Judith La Scola
Ronald Laermans
Kevin LaForest
Katherine Laird
Vivek Lakshmanan
Eileen Lambert
Katie Lambrecht
Sharon Lamm
Toni Langlinais & David McDaniel
Tracey LaPierre
Andrea Larreta
Brian Larrison
Brianna Larson
Kristoffer Larson & Paige Kayner
Lars Larson
Duane LaRue
Susan LaSalle
Ted Lasseter
James Lathrop
Ben Laurance
Ellen Lawless Seitz
Dorothy Le
Joline Lear
Susan Leaverton
Barbara Leavitt
Dave LeCompte
Eleni Ledesma
Steve Ledridge
Carla Lee
Jackie Lee
Jade Lee
Ji Lee
Kyu Lee
Maegan Lee
Malika Lee
Mark Lee
Serena Lee
Sharon Leishman
Michael Lekas
Jennifer Lekisch
Alan Lenny
Michael Lenzlinger
Linda Leonard
Victoria & William Leonard
Lawrence Leung
Marjorie Levar
Heather Levin
Peggy Levin
Diane Levitan
Marjorie Levy
Peter Lewis
Tim Lewis
Gabriel Lewison
Robert Leykam
Anna Li
Ellen Liang
Marie Lieberg
Drew Lienau
Hyun Lim
Sandra Linke
Dawn Lindgren
Jaisri Lingappa
Karim Link
Eugene Lipitz
Tyler Lippold
Eileen Lipston
Kathryn Lister
Tom Little
Brandon Liu
George Liu
Matt Liu & Kelli Nichols
Christine Livingston
John Locker
Wolfgang Loera
Anthony Longoria
Jeff & Wendy Loomis
Floilian Lorais
Deron Lord
Mark Loschky
Oliver Loud
Stephen E. Lovell
David Lowe
Mai Luc
Karen Lucas
Faith Lumsden
Paula Lustbader
Jennifer Luthe
Craig Lux
Gregory Lytle
Rachel Maas
Karen Mac Quivey
Nancy MacDonald
Ryan Macfarlane
Sam Machkovech
Stephanie Mack Harmon
Jonathan MacLaren
Brian Jason MacLurg
Leanne Madre
Claire Madsen
Kitt Maggert
Chris Magnusson
Nicholas Mah
Deborah Mahan & Dennis Madsen
Bonnie Main
Cynthia Majestro
Mark Malamud & Susan Hautala
Faisal Malik
Kelly Malone
Henry Mansfield
Mary Pat Mansfield
Steve Mansfield
Membership

Christopher Maresca
Casey & Jim Margard
Larry Marion & Kristine Givan
Paul Markham
Chris & Bill Marks
Anne Marlantes
Karim Marlowe
Myriam Marquez
Genevieve & Tom Marsh
Jason Marshall
Andrea Martin
Heather Martin
Devin Martinez
Shawn & M. J. Marvin
Evangeline Marzec
Amanda Mason
Kelli Mason & Jeff Bleitz
Linda & John Mason
Marcia Mason
Eric Mathiasen
Elaine Mathies
Matthew Matko
Amanda Matlock
Ruth Matson
Ken Matsudaira
Debra K. Matthews
Marna Matthews
Michelle Mauro
Ellen Maxson
Beth Mayer
Jon Mayer
Marc Mayo
Lindsey Mays
Michelle Mazur
Stephen McAdoo
Louise H. McAllister
Chris McCabe
Sharon McCallum, PT, DPT
Nancy McCann
Carol McCarthy
Sheila & Tom McCarthy
Mark McClung
Judy McCold
Doug McCoy
Liz & James McDaniel
Jaime Mc Dermott
Jim McDonald
Adrienne Mc Dunn
Colleen Mc Elroy
Allegra McFarland
Kim Mc Gillivray
Kayleen McGinley
Morgan McGinn
Katnie McGinness
Columba McGlynn
Elizabeth McHugh
Emma McIntosh
Jennifer McIntyre
Lindsey McKay
Sally McKenzie & Chuck Stempler
Clare McLean
Susan McNab
Melissa McNally
John McNulty
Douglas McNutt
Karen McPhee
Jena Meagher
Sarah B. Meardon
Jillian Mednick
Julia Meinershagen
Patricio Mendoza
Shane Menold
Paul & Karen Menzel
Amela Mesak
John Meyer
Page Meyer
Donna Meyer
Tracy Middlebrook
Giacomo Miguel
Pamala Mijatov
Kathryn Milam
Wayne Millage
David P. Miller
Dick Miller
Katharine Miller
Nicholas Miller
Robb Miller
Secrette Miller
Shirley Miller
Stephen Miller
Vincent Miller & Lisa Woodruff-Miller
Wendy Miller
Kay Miller Browne
Iris Milligan
Allison Mills
Katelyn Mills
Carol Milne
Stephen Minch
Madalyn Mincks
Carl Minor
Julissa Mirabal
James Mitchell & Amy Suchodolski
Meseret Mitiku
Amanda Mitsch
Louie Molloy
Amy Molocznik
Justin Molo znik
Erik Mona
Teresa Monahan
Cornelia Duryée Moore
Loyd Moore
Patricia H. Moore
Timothy Moran
Avilio V. Moreno
Amy Morgan
Shawn Morgan
Amy Morgenstern
Daniel Morris
Kimber Morris
Stephen & Patty Morrissey
Jeffrey Morrow
Nojran Moshiri
M. Jean Moughtin
Tristan Mounsey
Paul Muesegades
James Muggill
Marc Muller
Jenny Mulligan
Caitlin Mullock
Finley Mullock
Robert Munsil
David Murdock
Derek Murphy
Donna Murphy
Jessica Murray
William Muto
Jacki & Robert Myers
Kathleen Myers
Tina Nagel
Nikki Nahouraii
Aya Nakazato
Harish Narayanan
Maggie Nascimento
David Nason
Darcy Nebergall
Karola Negron
Glenn Nelson
Jeffrey Nelson
Joseph Nelson
Nick Nelson
James Nesbitt & Sandra Vigil
Jessica Ness
Lida Nesterenko
Gregory Nettleton
Monica Neumann
Bozhi Nevada
Jon Newman
Marjorie Newman
Harvey Nieb ulski
Gay Niven
Sebastian Niziol
John Norberg
Martha Norberg
Robert Norton
Susan Norton
Olav Nossum
Joanne Nott
April Nowak
Margaret Lynn Nowelati
Laura Nuechterlein
Tim O’Connor & Jeff Stolz
Brian O’Dell
Brandon O’Larey
Kimberly O’Neill
Erin O’Roak
Mark O’Kelly
Sheila Ocoma
June Ogawa
Kinsley Ogunmola
Helen Oh
Alexis Olieslager
Mervin Olieslager
Walter Oliver
Membership

Jason Olsan
Micah Olsen
Nicole Olson
Christopher Ophoven
Sol Ordenez
Jane Orenstein
Kati Ortiz
Arlys Osborne
Dennis Ostgard
A.J. Ostman & Jill Cook
John Otto
David Outhouse
Jennifer Outhouse
Ron Ovadenko
Kimberly Owens
Mary Ann Owsley
Shana Lee Pacarro-Muller
Katherine Package
Sandra Paige & Francis Fuca
Jesse Palek-Zahn
Richard & Vicki Palmer
Sean Palmer
Emily Pando
Richard Pangallo
Trevor Panger & Elizabeth Farnham
Jeremy Pankratz
Savas Parastatidis
Andrew Parcel
Marcy Pareira
Jane Park
Alex Parkman
Linda Paros
Lulu Patel
Jennifer Patterson
Kiah Patzkowsky
Kamil Pawlowski
Susan Pelaez
John Pelkola
Lori Pender
Hana Peoples
Ron & Janice Perez
Lisa Peters
Teresa Peters
Jeff Petersen
Carla Peterson
James Peterson
Kyle Peterson
Jefferson Petrey
Mark Phelps
Dwight Phillips
Ruby Phillips
V Ellen Phillips
M Katherine Pieper
Judy Pigott
Nina Pihl
Elizabeth Pilati
Heather Pilder Olson
Peter & Barbara Pilkington
Nicole Pita
Sanford Pittler & Constance Parsons
George Allan Plank
Cheryl Platz
Carlton Pleasant
Erik Plowcha
Simon Poile
Rebecca Pomering
Grady Poole
Donna Poppe
John Portillo
Dede Pottorf
Heidi Pred
Mary Elizabeth Preslar
Nancy Price
Rachel Price
William & Lorie Price
Joanne Primavera
Richard Prince
David Prokopy
Aleksander Przybylo
Sylvie Puech
Jim Pugel
Matthew Putnam
Tom Putnam
Susan Quattrociocchi
David Querubin
Emilee Quinn
Steven Quinn
Carl Rabeler
Marni Rachmiel
Ajay Radhakrishnan
Toni Radonich
Teresa Rafael
Kris Rafts
Norm Ragsdale
Camille Ralston
V. Raman & Elisabeth Cuddihy
Rachel Elena Ramirez
Miles Ranisavljevic
Greg Rasalan
Justin Rastelli
Scot Rastelli
Colby Ray
Grace Reamer
Chas Redmond
Catherine Reed
Steve Reeder
Melissa & Craig Reese
Farrin A. Reid
Jeff Reifman
Harry Reinert & Cecilia Paul
Ralph Reinert
Ronald Reisz
Melissa Renes
Brandy Retting
Ross Reynolds
Susan Ella Reynolds
Jacob Rhoades
George Rhodes & Lene Cooper
Newel Rice
Adam Richert
Leah Richmond
Melissa Riesland & Mark Krukar
Paula Riggert
Melissa Riley
Traci Riley
David Rind
Dania Rinker
Genifer Ritter
Raleigh Roark
Linda Roberts
Tabrina Roberts
Tracy Roberts
Vanessa Roberts
Linda Robinson & Rita Smith
Valerie & David Robinson
Mark Robison
Adrian Robles
Nathalie Robles
Jenny Rodenhouse
Pat Roe
Sherri Roe
Sherri Rogalski
Francesca Rogers
James Rogers
Jason Rogers
Connor Rognlin
Patricia Rognlin
Paul Rollins
Chris Romischer
Tania Maria Rosario
Amber Rose
Eric Rose
Sunga Rose
William Rose
Hope Rosen
Lance Rosen
Doug & Casey Rosenberg
S. James Rosenfeld
Morgan Ross
Cole Rottweiler
Peter Rouch
Wayde Routon
William Rowden & Ryan Keawekane
Kevin Rowland
Randy Rowland
Steve Rowland
Arup Roy
Maor Roytman
Deborah Rubano
Ron Rubin
Anna & Tom Rudd
Nancy Ruff
Thomas Ruff
Frank Ruggiero
Paola Lorena Ruiz Gonzalez
Judy Ruliffson
Rayanne Russell-Zackery
Deborah Rustin
Mary & Scott Rutherford
Denise Ryan
Thomas E. Ryan & Dolores A. Ryan
Bruce Rylander
Winn Ryman
Membership

Thomas Sackett
Cindy & Elliot Sacks
Diane Sacks
Jay Sacks
Joseph Sacks
Paul Sadin
Melinda Saffel
Nat Sahlstrom
Susan Saks
Meredith Salget
Elizabeth Salinas
Lynn Salvati
Rana San
Alejandro Sanchez
John Paul Sander
Stacia Sander
Jeffrey Sanders
Line Sandmark
Donna Sandstrom
John Santo
Julia Santo
Theresa Santoro
Susan Saranovich
Cathy Sarkowsky
Sophia Sasaki
Robyn Satsuma
Jerry Sauter
Patricia Saunders
Donald Saunderson
Kenneth Saunderson
Chuck Schafer
Lisa Schafer
Mark Scheffler
Gilbert Scherer
Ben Schiendelman
April Schiller
Chris Schierf
Susan Schlosstein
Lynn Schmidt
Karie & Kurt Schneider
Carrie Schnelker
Ferdinand Schober
Kristiann Schoening
Tom Scholl
JD Scholten
Mark Schroeder
Victor Schubert
David Schwartz
Steve Schwartzman
Jill Schwennsen
Andrea Sciaudone
Craig Sclater
Linda Scoccia
Michele Scoleri & Alex Kochan
Carrie Scott
Christopher Scrosati
Paris Seabrook
Jennifer Segadelli
Susan Segalla
Angela Segarra
Carla Segurola
Barbara & Bill Selig
Alexandra Serpanos
Steve Seward
Lisa Shafer
Mehal Shah
Kimberly Shanley & Matthew Kaminski
Doug Sharp
Kathleen Shea
Kenneth Shear
Elia Sheldon
Christy Shelton
Lorene Sheppard
Sunny Sherman
Topher Shields & Jimmie O’Hara
Lorina Shinsato
Laneil Shirai
Vimal Shukla
Cynthia Shulman
Joshua Siewert
Faina Sigalov
Joanna Sikes
Larry Silber
Pamela Silimperi
John Silva
Greg Simmons & Jeanette Brynn
Charnan Simon
Andy Simonds
Wendy Simons
Dean Simpson
Douglas Singer
Krishna Sivarangan
Paula Skartland
Brittany Skinner
Theodore Skjei
Laurie Skouge
Kasey Skutt
Nathan Slingerland
Mimi & Greg Slyngstad
Tom Smeth
Dave Smith
Laura Smith
Matt & Jenah Smith
Ron Smith
Stephanie Smith
Veronica Smith
William Smith
Don Sneesby
Mary Sobczyk
Carol Sorbie-Backus
Eric Soulvie
Jennifer Spain Greene
Carrie Sparlin
Glenn Spaulding
Rachel Speaks
Daron Spektor
Bart Spellman
Russell Spence
Cole Spicer
Olena Spicer
John Spitzer
Bethany Staelens
Alex Stajos
Mari Stamper
Josh Standlee
WP Stanton
Alan Stearns
Bradley Steele
Michael Steiner MD
Nico Stellner
Tucker Stempler
Sheri Stephens
Natalie Anne Stephenson
Delphine & Charles Stevens
Ann Stier
Robert Stier
Alex Stockton
Laura Stockton
Caroline Stoebuck
Brion & Kristin Stone
Gail Stone
Peter Stone
Porsha Stone
Sharon Stone
Kristin Storm
Kristin Stratmann
William Stretch
Miles Strombach
Timothy Stutman
Greg Sullivan
Jonathan Sumple
Hali Sund
Shelly Sundberg
Susan Susor
Craig & Sian Suthers
Erin Sutter
Adrienne Sutton
Cindy Sutton
Jae Suzuki
Sharon Swanson
Jakob Swiderski
Susan Swepe
Veronika Szucs
Alan Szymkowiak
Gayle Tajima
Miles Takahashi & Job Ramirez
Raymond Takeuchi
Kevin Tanemura
Thaswan Tangsurat
Amanda Taplett
Carinna Tarvin
Rose Tatlow
Eva Tatosova
Barbara Taylor
David Taylor
Joyce Taylor
Thomas M. Taylor
Tiffany Taylor
Michael Taylor-Judd
Gregory Teller
Demetrios Terezakis
Joshua Teirlouw
Austin Thomas
Membership

Kalyn Thomas
Sean C. Thomas
Allen Thompson
Dan Thompson
Nakoa Thompson
Ovid Thompson
Teri Thompson
Sally Thrall
Lisa Tiedt
Sharon Tighe
Dean Timmermann
Havens Tips
Carol Tobin
Jessica Toguchi
Megan Tolmasoff
Laurie Tolson
Michael J. Tomkins
Melanie Tomlin
Tim Tomlinson
Traci Torklep
Patrick Tousignant
Stephen Toutonghi & Rhonda Shaw
Ann Trapp
Tim Tribble
Lisa Trinidad
Summer & Jeff Trisler
Brian Troyer
Jose Trujillo
Philip Tse
Amy Tsui
David Tucker
Lizette Tucker
Mary Tudor
Gurjot Tur
Lynn Turnbow
Caroline Turner
Rachel Turner
Keith Tyler
Thor Tyson
Paul & Barbara Tytler
Rodolfo V. Umail
Linda Underhill
Nancy Uscher
S韦tha Vaidyanathan
Chris Vail
Karim Valenzona
William Van Buren
Jenaya Van Horn
Erin Van Noy
Jennifer Van Tuyl
Genevieve Van Vurst
Cal Van Zee
Cathryn Vandenbrink
Arlene Vanderdussen
Nicole Vartanian
Anna Varyanitsa
Branson Veal
Alan & Laura Veigel
Navid Veiseh
Seth Verity
Chris Villareal
Sarita Viramontez
Farhaad Virani
Jim Vollendoff & Kent Pfuggerath
Barbara Von Gehr
John Vrijmoet
Will Vukin
Catherine Waddell
Angela Wagner
George & Jean Wagner
Jennifer Wagner
Jessica Wagoner
Tracy Wald
Lenore Waldron
Crista Walker
Natalie Walker
Steven Walker
Suzanne Walker
William Wallace
Colleen Walsh
Patrick Walsh
Sean Walsh
Ryan Wamacaker
Lauren Wang
WenChun Wang & Tauseef Kidwai
Michael Warbington
Ardee Warshal
Bob Wartinger
Alexandra Wasko
Richard Wasserman
Sean Watson
Kenneth Webb
Suzi Webb
James Webber
Laura Wedeen
Carolyn Wedekind
Henry Wedelstaedt
Jesse Weed
Marc David Wehunt
Joe Weil
Bill Weir
Michelle Weis
Connie Weiss Dwyer
Rosemary Welch & Phillip Feliciano
Ryan Wellman
Veronica Wellnitz
Joe Weresch
Kelsey Wesley
Vanessa Wesley
Jennessa & Rob West
Joan & Dennis West
Robert & Jennessa West
Rodney West
Diane Westergaard
Danielle Westley
Charles Wheeler
Danald White-Rhodes
Ian Whiteford
Amanda Whitehouse
Angie Whitney
Kimberly Whitson
Nicole Wichgers
Nancy Wick
Karim Wienieke
Christine Wilbert
Sarah Wilkes
Preeta Willemann
Allen Willey
Alan Williams
Arthur Williams
Brian Williams
Darren Williams
Leigh Williams
Sarah Willis
Rosemary Willman
Anthony Wilson
Crystal Wilson
Faith Wilson & Didier Gotoffrey
Anne Winders-Gaddis
Alison Winegardner
Elizabeth Winn Haeck
Ray Winninger
Sholeh Winters
Rebecca Wisnietksy & Karla Hemmelgart
Michael Wisian
Michael Withey
Rebecca Withington
Amanda Witte
Pamela Wojcik
Davida Wolf
Richard & Sally Wolf
Larry Wolfe
Tracy Wolfe
Aaron Wolk
Marcus Wollane
Colin Wong
Emily Wong
Peter Wong
Tana Wong
Brent Wood
Dan Wood
Justin Wood
Sara Woolsey
Brent Worthington
Kyoko Wright
Laura Wright
Elayne Wyle
Robert Wyman
Kavonne Wynn
Brian Xing Fang
Keiko Yamada
Patricia Yano
Yvonne Ybarro-Bejarano
Christine Yarrow
Steven Yee
Margaret Yen
Sindey Yoon
Justin Yorke
Judy Yorozu
Jaime Young
John Young
Karin Zaugg Black
Membership

Chengeng Zeng
Nancy Zierman
Drew Zimmerman
Tracy Zitnik
Pamela Zoller
Pal Zsamboki
Joan Zukor
Karl Zwick
Carlyn Zylstra

SIFF thanks the 4,936 Enthusiast, Senior, and FutureWave members!
Sponsor & Community Partners

GOVERNMENT
$30,000 and Up
Seattle Office of Arts & Culture

$20,000 - $29,999
4Culture
National Endowment for the Arts

$10,000 - $19,999
Renton Community Marketing Campaign & City of Renton

$1,000 - $9,999
Kirkland Tourism Development

FOUNDATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS
$50,000 and Up
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
The Paul G. Allen Family Foundation

$25,000 - $49,999
The Safeway Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
ArtsFund
Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office, San Francisco
Muckleshoot Tribe
Snoqualmie Tribe
Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Seattle

$5,000 - $9,999
Antioch University Seattle
Coolidge Corner Theater
Cultural Office of the Embassy of Spain
French American Cultural Society
French Embassy in the United States
RealNetworks Foundation
UW French & Italian Studies Program

$1,000 - $4,999
Alliance Française de Seattle
Aula Cervantes Seattle
Consulate General of Canada
Consulate General of Spain in San Francisco
Consulate General of the Republic of Korea
Dante Alighieri Society of Washington
The French American School of Puget Sound
French Immersion School of Washington
IATSE Local 488
Istituto Italiano di Cultura San Francisco
Mercy Corps
Percorso Italiano
Quebec Government Office in Los Angeles
SAG-AFTRA
SAGIndie
Seattle University Film Studies
Seattle-Perugia Sister City Association
Shoreline Community College
The Tourist Office of Spain

Tulalip Tribes Charitable Fund
UW African Studies Program in the Jackson School of International Studies
UW Center for West European Studies
UW Spanish & Portuguese Studies
Women In Film/Seattle

$500 - $999
ACLU of Washington
Canada-America Society
Consulate General of Israel
Consulate General of Poland in Los Angeles
Consulate General of the Republic of Turkey
Goethe-Institut
Honorary Consulate of Spain in Seattle
Japan Foundation, Los Angeles
Seattle Composers Alliance
Seattle Film Institute
Seattle - Christchurch Sister City Association
Seattle - Kobe Sister City Association
Seattle - Nantes Sister City Association
Seattle - Reykjavik Sister City Association
SEIU775NW
UW East Asia Center
UW Southeast Asia Center

CORPORATE
$25,000 and Up
Alaska Airlines
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Pagliacci Pizza
TV5MONDE

$15,000 - $24,999
Don Q Rums
New Belgium Brewing Company, Inc.
OSKA
Snoqualmie Tobacco Company & Liquor Store
Wells Fargo Bank

$10,000 - $14,999
AMC Networks
Comcast
HBO
KCTS Television

$5,000 - $9,999
The Art Institute of Seattle
Atossa Genetics
The Boeing Company
Car2Go
The Pink Door
Popchips
Scarecrow Video
Starbucks Coffee Company

$1,000 - $4,999
Bellevue Club
Bill Speidel Enterprises, Inc.
Bold Hat Productions
Caffe Umbria
Dragados USA
SIFF thanks the 242 organizations that donated more than $3,000,000 in total goods and services between October 1, 2012 and December 31, 2013.

EMP Museum
FRS
Gelatiamo
Holland America Line
Honest Tea
Ingeniux
Metropolitan Market
Peroni Italy
Rairdon’s Fiat of Kirkland
Ritrovo Italian Regional Foods
Rosichelli Design
ShadowCatcher Entertainment
Silver Platters
Umbra Cuscinetti, Inc.
Wal-Mart
Wallonie Bruxelles Images
Zipcar

$500 - $999
Country Village Shops
Fiat of Seattle
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason Dittmer</td>
<td>Director of Marketing and Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Rodriguez Abad</td>
<td>Marketing Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Eggers</td>
<td>Public Relations/Interactive Marketing Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan DePriest</td>
<td>Graphic Design Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina McDonald</td>
<td>Annual Report Designer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Kennedy</td>
<td>Director of Strategic Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee C. O’Donnell</td>
<td>Director of Individual Giving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady Bekker</td>
<td>Corporate Relations Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Hopkins</td>
<td>Special Events Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Smith</td>
<td>Community Relations Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Chhim</td>
<td>Development Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena Preston</td>
<td>Membership Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jodie Levey</td>
<td>Director of Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Muth</td>
<td>Financial Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Towne</td>
<td>Informations System Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Brown</td>
<td>Volunteer and HR Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Pearson</td>
<td>Technology and Operations Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Williams</td>
<td>SIFF Cinema Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Drinking Buddies**